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RESEARCE PROBLEMS 
With Volume 36 of l%screte Mathematics, a Research tiblem Section has 
been established. Problems in this section are i&ended to be research leivel 
problems rather than standard exerck. People wishing to submit such problems 
should send them (in duplicate) to: a 
Professor Brian Alspach, 
Department of Mathematics, 
Simon Fraser University, 
Burnaby, B.C. WA lS6, 
Canada. 
The following should be included: (1) The name of the person(s) who originally 
posed the problem; (2) the name and address of a person willing to act as a 
correspondent; and (3) references and other pertinent information. 
The Editorial Board of Discrete Mathematics invites readers to provide infor- 
mation about solutions, partial results and other pertinent items related to 
problems posed earlier, if possible indicating the source of the information, for 
example papers appearing in different journals, preprints, etc. This information 
will be passed along to readers from time to time in order to keep them appraised 
of the current status of various problems. 
People wishing to provide information about problems that appeared earlier 
should write to Professor Alspach. People wishing to correspond on technical 
matters concerning a problem should write to the correspondent. 
problem 49. Posed by Roger B. Eggleton and Aviezri S. Fraenkel. 
Correspondent: Aviezri S. Fraenkel, 
Department of Applied Mathematics, 
The Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, 
Israel. 
Cannibal games are played on an arbitrary digraph G. Place any number of 
indistinguishable ‘cannibals’ on any vertices of G. Two players play alternately. A 
move consi&s of selecting a cannibal on some vertex u and moving it to a vertex v 
dominated by u. If v is occupied, the incoming cannibal eats 21”s entire popula- 
tion (in the game ‘greedy cannibals’) or eats only one cannibal (in the game ‘polite 
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cannibals’). The player first unable to move is the loser, his opponent the winner. 
If there is no last move, the outcome is a draw. 
A general theory for this game is sought. In particular, is it polynomial or not? 
A special ca::~ is a directed linear board bwt no general theory was found even for 
this case, though a number of special cases was solved, mentioned briefly in [l]. 
On the other hand, a (partizan) version of cannibals called ‘Capture’ is N&hard: 
tokens of type 1 and 2 are placed on distinct vertices of a given digraph. A move 
of player i consists of moving a token of type i (i E { 1 p 2)) from some vertex u to 
some vertex t, dominated by CB which is not occupied by a token of the same type. 
If u is occupied by a token of the opposite type, the latter (only) is ‘captured’ and 
removed from the game. The oatcome of the game is defined as above for (the 
impartial version of) cannibals. ,4n impartial variation of Capture called ‘Remove’ 
is also NY-hard. See [2, Theorems 4 and 21. 
[I] R.B. Eggleton and AS. Fraenkel. Cannibals: a game with captures, Abstracts of Communications, 
Intern. Cong. Math.. Vancouver, 1974, 186. 
[2] AS. Fraenkel and Y. Yesha, Complexity of problems in games, graphs and algebraic equations, 
Discrete* Appl. Math. 1 (1979) 15-30. 
ProlbIem .%I. Posed by W.D. Wallis. 
Correspondent: W.D. Wallis, 
Department of Mathematics, 
University of Newcastle, 
New South Wales 2308, 
Australia. 
For which n 2 IS do there exist three latin squares of order n, each with the 
entries { 1,2, . . _ , n}, so that in each square cells In - 1, n - l), (n, n - I), (n - 1, n) 
and (n n) contain an order two subsquare with entries 1 and 2, and when any two 
of 1 he squares are superimposed, all ordered pairs {(i. j) : 1 s i, j G n} - {( 1, l), 
II,% (2. l), (2,2)} occur exactly once? 
[ 11 J.D. Horton. Suh-latin squares and incomplete orthogonal arrays. J. Combin. ‘:lheory (A) 16 
( 1974) 23-33. 
[2] Katherine H&rich. Near-orthogonal latin squares, Utillitas Math., 12 (1977) 145-155. 
